Hungarian Student Sits In On A Bull Session

Merle Nott Accepts Arizona Position; Will Vacate Public Relations Directorship May 1

Merle E. Nott, 49 19th Avenue North, has resigned as Public Relations Director at the North Dakota State College to become State Executive Director for the Arizona Society for Crippled Children and Adults. The announcement was made by NDSC President, President Fred S. Hultz, and will be effective May 1.

Mr. Nott has been active with the North Dakota Society for Crippled Children and Adults for the past eight years, serving three years as state President and National Trustee. He has been with the college since 1949, first as Alumni Field Secretary and as NDSC Memorial Union Executive Director before taking his present post in 1949.

Nott, a native of Crosby, North Dakota, has lived in Fargo since 1942, with the exception of service time with the U. S. Army during World War II. A graduate of NDSC, he was employed by the Fargo Forum as photographer-reporter for three years prior to 1948.

He is a member of the American Legion, Public Relations Association of North Dakota, and is a director in that organization. He is also president of the Board of Directors of the NDSC Memorial Union.

A bronze plaque will dedicate the residence space on the NDSC campus honoring Charles Casey Anderson, Jr., a member of the Class of 1942, who was athletic director at State College from 1928 to 1945 when he retired because of illness.

President Fred S. Hultz has announced a contribution of $5600 from the NDSC Alumni Association for interior remodeling of a portion of Dakota Hall for use as dormitory rooms for the Blairs. Contributions for about forty men students will be provided by his gadget company to be used to separate what was formerly a barracks space into modern rooms equipped with all facilities and newly furnished.

The new dormitory, with space provided for the customary proctor, will be in charge of the College Housing Office with the usual services and privileges provided in other college residence halls. In presenting the gift the Alumni Board expressed a belief that it would assist in developing a stronger athletic program and provide a campus home for deserving students.

AGR Officers Attend Fraternity Conference

The newly elected officers of Epsilon Chapter of Alpha Gamma Rho also attended a regional fraternity conference being held at the University of Minnesota where they were those from Minnesota, Nebraska, Kansas and Idaho. The featured speaker at the school was A. B. Hamilton, National Vice President of the fraternity. Members attending from Epsilon Chapter were: Eugene A. Wels, Neal Bjornson, Curtis Nelson, Ronald Mehrer, Robert Knudson, Clarence Finnegan, Donald Hult, Merle Horvik, and Howard Schmid.

Those Interested In Football Shall Meet Wednesday

There will be a meeting of all those who are interested in playing football Wednesday, April 10, at 4:00 in the fieldhouse.

Those Interested In Football Staff Hold Thursday Meeting

The Football Club will hold its first meeting of the spring quarter in conference rooms 1, 2 and 3 in the Union on Thursday, April 11. The main business of this opening meeting will be the election of officers for the coming year.

Convo Schedule To Feature Installation Senior Honor Day

New members of the student government body will be installed at the second spring term convocation, Tuesday, April 16. Other events include a speaker on primitive life in India and Senior Class Honor Day, when awards and scholarships to students are announced.

Notice Radio Staff

Attention!! Monstrous meeting to be held at which multi members of the campus radio staff will be present. Will be held in the vicinity of the radio station in the union at 10:00 a.m. tomorrow morning. If you are a member of said staff please be there. Quips and anecdotes will be exchanged.
From the Editor's Desk

By Gerry Bender

So here we are again. This is the end of another quarter. Nearly all of the new student heads have been elected to student offices. Some have even taken several back to the routine of college life.

That is to say, most of us can revert back to the old routine of things, I only hope that the newly elected student leaders can get acquainted with the old routine of college life. Otherwise, they will not be able to lead properly.

So you may say, "Of what importance is experience in the running of a college?"

Most of the work done by Student Senate, and perhaps the most important of all, is done in the first quarter. And you would venture a guess that a person with no experience along those lines will just begin to get acquainted with the affairs of the old quarter, after the most important things of the year are over.

And to the student senators. The student body did not use their heads when they elected girls to six out of 12 of the empty seats in the Student Senate.

NDU Vets Club Bemoans Loss of Officers Caps; Blame SC'ers

The following letter was received by the NDSC Vets Club and is reprinted for publication.

NDSC Vets Club
Fargo, North Dakota

Gentlemen:

We have been requested to ask your help in locating five (5) army officers' caps which were lost or stolen in North Dakota National Guard, located here in Grand Forks.

These hats were taken from the Los Angeles, Calif. office early in the month of February 18th, and it is believed that they were taken by a student at a football game.

Student Airs Views On 'Milkless Campus'; Proposes Milk Vendors

Dear Editor:

...regarding health of the students on campus by making it difficult to get nature's most precious liquid.

Many students would enjoy a cold glass of milk in the morning or just before flaking out after a long evening of studying.

Milk is produced by the cows that graze on the dairy farms and it is suddenly ridicuclus that so little of it is available to us. Why not make milk as available on campus as soft drinks by the use of vending machines located throughout the campus? The student body could buy milk and drink it in their rooms, but this would have been stopped by the Senate, who opposed the idea.

When machines vending hamburgers are installed, cans of milk would be sold and milk again would be available to the students.

In closing might I say you if you drop over to the Student Union Ballroom tomorrow night from 9 to 12 you can take a last look at the "flunk-outs" at the Union's annual Flunkers Week.

DAVID LUND
EDITOR'S NOTE: Aye ladie, ye do have a pint there! Just as a point of interest, I noticed this article in an issue of the Dakota Student, our worthy paper.

Spectrum Business Manager Blows Top At Comments From Northern Outpost

By Jim Fossey

In the last three years I've read nearly every issue of the Dakota Student. I've noticed around the fact that the Soos put out a top notch paper, but almost every week there's some jab about our college that never fails to produce but under the collar. The working on the business side of the paper as I do, I usually end up saying, "well, this isn't my department," but I've always answered some knuckleheads.

Last week a friend of mine who was in town, went around the fact that the Fieldhouse wasn't available to the students in the world, no body has tried to see that Zaz and the Army Touch Outpost were those not in the know, University Athletic Director Gene (Red) Jarrett scored a knock down against Army in his defense of the paper. We may not have a bonafide paper man, but if journalism is being done, we're shocked and disgusted with what's going on in the UND sport's scene. Yes, Hop.

U. DROPS OUT OF STEVE GORDON LEAGUE, Cliff University Athletic Director Gene (Red) Jarrett scored a knockdown against Army in his defense of the paper.

Editor's Note: With the addition of the Dakota Student to the Northern Outpost's subscription list, our circulation has grown rapidly over the last few months. We acknowledge this growth because we believe in the value of independent journalism and the importance of a diverse and informed student body. Our commitment to providing a platform for the exchange of ideas and opinions remains unwavering.

We encourage students to contribute to our paper and promote a constructive dialogue on campus. As a student-led publication, we strive to maintain a balance of perspectives and foster an environment where all voices are heard.

We appreciate the support of our readers and hope to continue to provide a space for thoughtful and engaging conversation about the issues that matter to our community.
**Socially Speaking...**

By Jean Anderson

"ROUND and ROUND we go again as the quarter begins once more... this with resolutions galore for bigger and better picnics! This department again asks that all news be in by Tuesday noon and the next week's events schedules rather than last week's hashed over.

**ENGAGED** are AGR alum and new faculty member Jack Delvo and Jane Hewitt of Fargo.

**THE TAUS TRAVELED over vacation!** Duane Ditch, Brian McDaniel, Charlie Steffan, Stoner Johnston and Wayne Irick went all the way to Mexico City and came back complete with sombreros and accents. Worthy Master Ken Cornell and Worthy Keeper of the Eschequer Jim Heiter (Grumpy to the common folk) ventured to the wilds of Wyoming just to go 'a visiting.

**THETA** Roberta Peterson came back to school with a diamond. Giver Bernie Cleen is a former Shanleyite now in the service. Kak Psi, surprised all by their marriage over vacation. Darrel Schultz, Concordia senior. The wedding will be April 27 in Fargo. Heim passed a great big box in honor of her engagement to April 5, 1957.

**MINNEAPOLIS** will be the scene of the Gamma Phi Beta province conference this weekend. Several will be attending from the NDSC chapter.

**PINNED** are Jan Christopher, Alpha Gam, and Bill Well, AGR alum teaching in Medina.

**SERENATED and presented with roses at the ATO formal party last quarter was Helen Jane Binje, Minot State. Gene Harrison did the kissing.**

**MARRIED** are Gamma Phi Dody Hollands and Merrill Johnson, AGR alum.

**SWEETHEART** of Kappa Psi Pat Moore was serenaded and presented with the usual in honor of her pinning to Kappa Psi Jim Churchill.

**MINNEAPOLIS** will be the scene of the Gamma Phi Beta province conference this weekend. Several will be attending from the NDSC chapter.

**LOST**

One K&E slide rule with name in case. Finder please contact Don Womer, Apt. 30, Bismarck Court. Reward offered.

**ENGINEERING SENIORS**

Looking for a solid, satisfying career? Check us out! A major company in a growing industry! American Air Filter Company, Louisville, Kentucky—world's largest manufacturer of air filter, dust control and heating and ventilating equipment—needs graduates engineer to fill responsible jobs in sales, engineering and production in its scores of field offices and nine manufacturing plants.

Next July, we commence our next five-month technical training course for a selected group of men. A representative of American Air Filter Company will be on your campus to interview engineering seniors.

**Picture Your Future In This Growing Company**

**ADVICE ON ADVISORS**

Recently I made an extensive tour of American campuses, interviewing students and selling mechanical dogs, and one of the most frequent complaints I heard from undergraduates was, "My faculty advisor doesn't really care about me."

Everywhere I went I heard this same cry. (Indeed, at one university I found 15,000 students jamed in the field house chanting it is a sorry world) But I am bound to say, dear friends, that you are wrong. Your faculty advisor does care about you. The trouble is, he doesn't know you. And no wonder! How do you expect him to know you when you see him once or so a semester?

Get to be friends with your faculty advisor—like for example, Alpine R. Sigafous, a sophomore in timothy and slilage at Texas A. 

Alpine R. Sigafous appeared one night in the living quarters of his faculty advisor (whose name, by a curious coincidence, was also Alpine R. Sigafous). He said, "I am so that you may get to know me better and thus help me solve the vexing problems that trouble me."

"And what are those three packages you are carrying?" asked Advisor Sigafous.

"This," said Student Sigafous, holding up the first of the three packages, "is a carton of Philip Morris Cigarettes, which come in long size or regular, and without which I never sit. It is, sir, a smoke beyond compare—full of fresh, natural, unfiltered flavor that delights the palate, salves the soul, and turns the whole world into one long vista of peace and greenery. Try one, sir."

"Thank you," said Advisor Sigafous, lighting a Philip Morris Cigarette. He puffed appreciatively for an hour or two and then said, "And what in the world are you carrying?"

"I am rather a complex fellow," said Student Sigafous, "and I don't expect that you will get to know me in a hurry. So," he said, holding up his second package, "I have brought my bed-roll."

"I see," said Advisor Sigafous, not entirely pleased. "And what is this third package you are carrying?"

"Well sir, I know that occasionally you will be busy with other matters and will therefore be unable to spend time with me. So I have brought along my gin rummy partner, Walter M. Handalick."

In the next two years Advisor Sigafous, living cheek-by-jowl with Student Sigafous, got to know all of the lad's personality traits, his hopes, his fears, his drives, his quirks, his aspirations. At the end of that time, armed with true understanding, Advisor Sigafous concluded that Student Sigafous's basic trouble was that he was not really college material. How does he expect you are carrying?"

"I am rather a complex fellow," said Student Sigafous, "and I don't expect that you will get to know me in a hurry. So," he said, holding up his second package, "I have brought my bed-roll."

"I see," said Advisor Sigafous, not entirely pleased. "And what is this third package?"

"Well sir, I know that occasionally you will be busy with other matters and will therefore be unable to spend time with me. So I have brought along my gin rummy partner, Walter M. Handalick."

In the next two years Advisor Sigafous, living cheek-by-jowl with Student Sigafous, got to know all of the lad's personality traits, his hopes, his fears, his drives, his quirks, his aspirations. At the end of that time, armed with true understanding, Advisor Sigafous concluded that Student Sigafous's basic trouble was that he was not really college material. How do you expect him to know you when you see him once or so a semester?

So Advisor Sigafous got Student Sigafous a job with the North Star Hockey Puck Corporation where today he is head of the puck-packing department and a happy man. Advisor Sigafous is happy too. He has time again to pursue his studies of Tricholeobatrachus robustus, the hairy frog. At night he plays gin rummy with Walter M. Handalick.

**Picture Your Future In This Growing Company**

Looking for a solid, satisfying career? Check us out! A major company in a growing industry! American Air Filter Company, Louisville, Kentucky—world's largest manufacturer of air filter, dust control and heating and ventilating equipment—needs graduates engineer to fill responsible jobs in sales, engineering and production in its scores of field offices and nine manufacturing plants.

Next July, we commence our next five-month technical training course for a selected group of men. A representative of American Air Filter Company will be on your campus to interview engineering seniors.

**TUESDAY, APRIL 9**

Make an appointment, now, through your Placement Office.

**"KONEN CAB"**

5-7357

Our advice to students—and to faculty too and to anybody else who's looking for a sweetheart of a smoke—is to try new natural Philip Morris, made by the experts; of this strain.
Students' Honor Questioned

Is there honor among college students? This question is asked frequently by the NDSC librarians. They know that every day valuable books are taken from the library without the proper checking out necessary to keep track of the books. Some of these books do return after the quarter is ended or at the end of the school year. Some never come back. In either case, the majority of the college students suffer from the "borrowings" and the "thefts." Some of these books never come back. In either case, the majority of the library shelves was adopted here as a place to study.

Under the present system,Stacks points out, the innocent students are penalized for the careless actions of a few students. He added that this would weaken the college's efforts to build "responsible and mature" students.

In short, he commented, it's a question of a new or second and third floors. These can be used at anytime by the residents.

A lot of telephone calls come into a girls dormitory and there are telephones on the two washing machines or three second and third floors. These can be used at anytime by the residents.

Mrs. Betsy Larson is the house mother, has a small apartment on the second floor.

Mrs. Betty Larson is the housekeeper and Alfreid Linn is the custodian.

College Prexy Stresses Need For Curiosity

ANNVILLE, Pa.-(I.P.)-An "atmosphere of the highest order" is the statement of Dr. Jack H. Weidman, president of Lebanon Valley College. One of the most important of the liberal arts colleges is to teach its students to expand "by continual questioning" the knowledge passed on to them by their elders.

Dr. Jack H. Weidman, president, explained, urging them to seek new information in their "bull sessions" and social affairs as well as in formal lecture and lab courses.

If you are thinking of a new or used car

Shop SERVICE CHEVROLET

We guarantee to beat any city deal or any country deal.
ne's, has a quartet on the side of the stage singing the action of the story. The clever lyrics are set to a capella number, "Jamaican Farewell".

A composer is the only person on stage in the Kappa Pi-Kappa Delta production, who represents a real person. The rest of the cast represent musical notes or instruments.

In this delightfully different act, the composer is faced with the task of writing a piece of music by the hour of midnight. He fails in all attempts and is then aided when the notes and instruments come to life and dance themselves into an arrangement. This should prove to be quite an entertaining feature because of the backdrops and props used and the different treatment of a story.

Kappa Pi fraternity will also have a five minute "curtain" act in the 1957 Brevities. Their act is called "Dry Bones" and will center around the singing of that song by a quartet.

On stage will be found three tombstones from which skeletons will emerge after they have been "dug out" by another skeleton. The skeletons do a crazy "loose" dance while their bones are being sang about. The feature of the act is that only the bones will be seen because of the lighting arrangement.

Theta Chi's "curtain" act is called "DE GLOTRY ROAD" which involves an old time Negro revival meeting. Art Cervaske as the Reverend plays the lead part as he preaches his sermon to the crowd assembled. The congregation responds to his words with uninhibited responses and during the course of the act figments of the crowd's imagination is portrayed by dancers.

"RING 3" is the title of the Kappa Delta 5 minute act. The stage looks like a circus, but is actually a toy shop where the various animals come to life and cavort around the stage until the shop keeper comes to break the magic spell and is perplexed because all the toys are out of place. Pat Tron as the Ringmaster has a very hard task of herding three elephants through their paces.

Margaret Anderson as the hat shop owner in the Kappa Alpha Theta act tries to tell the importance of the powerful moral booster factor in "LE CHAPEAU", she sings her way from manakin to dummy as she tries on the various hats, finding none that suit her taste.

Kappa Kappa Gamma sorority produces an act in which they welcome back their gal Lulu. A chorus line of Negro coeds do a cakewalk as the act opens while they are making final preparations for Lulu's entrance into town. Lulu played by Karen Edinger finally arrives and a big celebration follows. The act is titled "OUR GAL LULU."

**Bison Brevities Work Is Well Under Way**

By Jack Larson

Work preparing for the showing of Blue Key's 1957 BISON will not conflict with the needs of students and according to Maynard Holgas, Director of the Blue Key, these demands are not large. By the time the work is accomplished, the students are the news containing long and hard to do, and places to make and final ad

Brevities will be shown in the NSC at 10 P.M. on Monday, April 25, 26, and 27. All performances will begin at 8:00 P.M., and the announcement of the auditions will be immediately after the Survivor movie showing.

Minute acts will be handled by the Brevities show. Five production acts and five "curtain" acts will be featured. Following is a brief synopsis of the acts to be presented.

**15 MINUTE ACTS**

Kappa Alpha Theta and Theta Chi team up to produce a story of New York. Actually the act develops a twofold story. The first is a quite obvious, that of a policeman walking his "beat" from the moments in a more fashionable district. The more subtle story is the publication of New York and the people who make it, such as the light in and dark of it.

For the second year in a row the Independent Students will produce an act in Brevities. These people who remember last year's curtain act will find no resemblance whatsoever in this act. It is called "Dust to Dust" and begins and ends on a very workable note. In short, it would be the way to describe the entire act because this theme is carried out in the scenery, costuming and the action.

The time is present. The scene is a college campus. Graduation from high school signifies the youth to parents and friends of the individual and college signifies life to the participant. The cast includes everything from a minister to a more fashionable instructor. The way of meeting this need, A Manager of Employee and Plant Community Relations at General Electric feels that by assisting young people like John Evans in a one way of meeting this need.

Kappa Kappa Gamma Sorority and Alpha Tau Omega Fraternity traveled to Berlin, Germany and find a U.S.O. center for the scene of their act entitled "Not Love At First Sight." For the second year in a row the Independent Students will produce an act in Brevities. These people who remember last year's curtain act will find no resemblance whatsoever in this act. It is called "Dust to Dust" and begins and ends on a very workable note. In short, it would be the way to describe the entire act because this theme is carried out in the scenery, costuming and the action.

The time is present. The scene is a college campus. Graduation from high school signifies the youth to parents and friends of the individual and college signifies life to the participant. The cast includes everything from a minister to a more fashionable instructor. The way of meeting this need, A Manager of Employee and Plant Community Relations at General Electric feels that by assisting young people like John Evans in a one way of meeting this need.

"Julius Caesar" To Be Presented; Tryouts April 8-9

Dick Browning of the Little Temple Theatre has announced that auditions will be held at the ACT for JULIUS CAESAR, which will be the next presentation at the New York State Theatre from second deck of Old Main. The tryouts will be held at 4 and 7 p.m. on Monday, April 8, and again at the same hours on April 9. Ed Bielawlow will direct the play, which will be produced and directed by Mr. Bielawlow.

"A big company works for me..."

JOHN D. EVANS, University of Pennsylvania, 1952

"I began working on a training program for General Electric in the summer of '52. Right now, I'm Employee and Plant Community Relations Manager of my company's new plant in Burlington, Iowa. One of the advantages I found in working for a big company such as General Electric is that, because of its size, it is able to give me, and other college-graduates, the kind of experience and opportunity that I wouldn't have had in a small company. I'm developing my leadership ability in American industry. General Electric feels that by assisting young people like John Evans in a planned program of personal growth, we have found one way of meeting this need. A Manager of Employee and Plant Community Relations at General Electric holds a responsible position: he handles employee benefits, health and safety, training, wage and salary administration, and community relations.

Progress Is Our Most Important Product
Great American Humorist Re-lived By Amazing Actor At Monday's Convo

Mark Twain at NDSC? Reading from "Huck Finn" at a convocation to be held here Monday, April 8th. Mr. Holbrook will read from "Huck Finn" as he brings the great humorist back to life.

Hal Holbrook, or Mark Twain, which ever you prefer to call him, will be featured at the convocation to be held here Monday, April 8th. Mr. Holbrook will read from "Huck Finn" as he brings the great humorist back to life.

Holbrook will be at convo Monday at 9:40, complete with the famed mustache and light suit, to give—as 'Twain used to—selections from "Huck," "Innocents Abroad," and "Roughing It." There will also be portions of Twain's speeches, like the satirical "Accident Insurance."

From the heart of Mark Twain's West, the Salt Lake City "Telegraph" reports, "Most amusing was the authentic appearance... . His costuming seemed identical with pictures of the great author, and his acting surpassed the author."

This isn't surprising, says Prof. Schoff, since it takes Holbrook two hours to make up for the performance, and every report says the same thing: you'd think it was Twain!

So if you liked Huckleberry, and want a glimpse of the man who created him, you'll have it Monday at 9:40, Festival Hall.

Gordon Trisko To Travel To Purdue For ISA Group

Gordon Trisko, the official delegate from NDSC's Independents, will attend the Independent Student Associations National Convention at Purdue University April 16th and 17th.

Delegates from colleges and universities throughout the United States will be there to exchange ideas and make plans for their organizations for the coming year.

Westley Foundation To Hold Evening Meeting

"Three Years in Latin America" will be the topic of Latin American short term missionary Wil Boots at the first Wesley Founders Sunday evening meeting of the quarter April 7. Supper begins at 6 at the First Methodist Church, 1st Avenue and 9th Street South.

Next Wednesday at 6 in the Wesley Rooms of the College Y the group will meet for their mid-week supper meeting. Bob Ouradnik will lead the discussion on "Goals for life service."

We are continuing our morning devotions this quarter. They are held in the Wesley rooms at 7:45 each weekday.

APO Book Exchange Offers Services Again

Alpha Phi Omega's book exchange will begin returning money for books sold this quarter on Monday, April 8, in the library. A good selection of book is still on hand, and the exchange will be open every noon hour Monday through Friday.

We are continuing our morning devotions this quarter. They are held in the Wesley rooms at 7:45 each weekday.

The Fargo Forum reference library has pictures and data on 53,000 individuals.

Fair & Show Ribbons

FARGO RUBBER STAMP WORKS

STICKERS

WHAT IS A LUCKY AT LUNCH TIME?

(SEE PARAGRAPH AT RIGHT)

WHAT WAS HUN OF TROY?

Joe Files, S. of Virginia

WHAT IS A GREENHOUSE?

E. Bay Miller, U. of Virginia

WHAT IS A STRICK DISHonor?

John Young, Kentucky

STUDENTS! MAKE $25

Do you like to think work? Here's some easy money—start Sticking! We'll pay $2 for every Sticker we print—and for hundreds more that never get used. Sticklers are simple puzzles with two word rhyming answers. Both words must have the same number of syllables. (Don't do drawings.) Send your Sticklers with your name, address, college and class to Happy Joe Lucky, Box 67A, Mount Vernon, N.Y.

Luckies Taste Better

"IT'S TOASTED" TO TASTE BETTER... CLEANER, FRESHER, SMOOTHER!

Lucky Strike Cigarettes

CASH AND CARRY FOR YOUR CONVENIENCE NO PARKING PROBLEMS

Two blocks West of College on 12th Ave. No.

ALTERATIONS and REPAIRS

Gordon Trisko To Travel To Purdue For ISA Group

Gordon Trisko, the official delegate from NDSC's Independents, will attend the Independent Student Associations National Convention at Purdue University April 16th and 17th.

Delegates from colleges and universities throughout the United States will be there to exchange ideas and make plans for their organizations for the coming year.

Westley Foundation To Hold Evening Meeting

"Three Years in Latin America" will be the topic of Latin American short term missionary Wil Boots at the first Wesley Founders Sunday evening meeting of the quarter April 7. Supper begins at 6 at the First Methodist Church, 1st Avenue and 9th Street South.

Next Wednesday at 6 in the Wesley Rooms of the College Y the group will meet for their mid-week supper meeting. Bob Ouradnik will lead the discussion on "Goals for life service."

We are continuing our morning devotions this quarter. They are held in the Wesley rooms at 7:45 each weekday.

APO Book Exchange Offers Services Again

Alpha Phi Omega's book exchange will begin returning money for books sold this quarter on Monday, April 8, in the library. A good selection of book is still on hand, and the exchange will be open every noon hour Monday through Friday.

The Fargo Forum reference library has pictures and data on 53,000 individuals.
By Kerry Murphy

Bison Brevities Provides Blue Key Questions Asked And

Brevity is a campus musical variety show, sponsored by

Blue Key National Honor Fraternity every spring. The obvious

reason for sponsoring the show is to provide Blue Key a

way to make money.

However, Blue Key members do not consider Brevities purely a

money-making business, but rather a enterprise for earning enough

to carry out their yearly activities. Profits from Brevities, which

range from $1,000 to $2,000 a year, are used to:

- Provide scholarships to needy and deserving NDSC students. Blue Key offers three scholarships a year. They cost the organization over two hundred dollars per year.

- Mail leftover Bison Annuals to high schools in North Dakota, Minnesota, and Montana. These mailings provide publicity for the college.

- Attend local Athletic Banquets, which honors athletes in all sports, besides giving publicity to the college. Blue Key functions. Brevities offers student participation, entertainment—sometimes including in the act of song and dance—made easy and fun, cut from the monotony of dormitory activities.

The show itself, which runs in three days sometime in April, takes more work than actually meets the eye. Preparation requires months of work by those participating in two months of arranging and copying music by a professional arranger, six weeks of intense rehearsal by a pit band, and plenty of running around by Blue Key members.

Work for participating organizations, who provide the acts begins with building an idea that can be performed well enough to get past tryouts. (Tryouts are held during the winter quarter to select the better acts from all those entered.) Once an act gets past tryouts, performers must rehearse it to perfection, paint backgrounds and sideflats, make costumes.

The final Brevities production consists of 10 acts, five of which are production acts or 15-minute acts and five or curtain and 5-minute acts. Production acts usually are staged by the combined forces of a fraternity and sorority. However, it is an organization can work by itself if it wishes.

Climax of the yearly production comes after the last night's performances when the winning acts are awarded trophies. Out-of-town judges base their selections on originality of the idea, costumes, music, audience appeal, and similar factors. Trophies are given to first and second place production and curtain acts. Blue Key also gives trophies to the fraternity and sorority that sells the most tickets. All in all, Brevities is good publicity for the college, lots of work for everyone concerned, beneficial to Blue Key, and helpful to students who get benefits from the sponsoring group. At the sponsoring group.

Questions Asked And Answered On Union Monetary Status

By Gaylord Olson

Who owns the Student Union? Who runs it? How is it being paid for?

Here are some of the questions students ask every day.

The answers to these questions are simple, according to the

union board.

Any student who has attended NDSC anytime since 1947 is a

per student registration fee goes to finance the building.

What happens to earnings? All earnings are returned to the Union for programming and other student benefits.

College Dean At Kansas U Rejects Idea Of Restricted Student Admission

By Gaylord Olson

LAWRENCE, Kans. (U.P.)—The restricted admissions method of handling the crush of future college enrollees has been rejected by Dr. George B. Smith, dean of the University of Kansas. The university of college or university education seems to be subject to Darwin's theory of "survival of the fittest," Dean Smith said.

To find the answer to his question, Dean Smith collected data on the Kansas class of 1905. He checked scores made on the American Council on Education (A.C.E.) Psychological Examination and the Cooperative English Test.

"If restriction for admission had been applied through the two tests used in this study, 285 graduates would not have been admitted as freshmen if the cutting score of the 50th percentile had been in operation, Dean Smith pointed out.

"The loss to the state and nation would have been 40 teachers, 22 engineers, five journalists, seven lawyers, seven doctors, seven pharmacists and 96 graduates from the College of Liberal Arts and Sciences and the School of Business majoring in areas where the supply of trained manpower is in equally short supply."
**April 15 Set Aside For First Spring SC Grid Drills**

The North Dakota State football squad will begin spring workouts on Monday, April 15, according to Coach Bob Danielson.

Danielson said that spring practice would be a very important part of the football program at NDSC. He stated that the period would be used to get acquainted with the players and to get the squad acquainted with plays and drills. “It is a time of preparation that will help us tremendously next fall,” said Danielson.

Danielson plans to use the split T as the basic offense but intends to supplement it with a single wing to give the herd a multiple offense. Danielson said the multiple offense would force opposing teams to spend more time on defense for the herd and would give them less time to practice offense.

Danielson said it is his belief that students come to college to get an education first and play football second. He went on to say that he and his staff have a study

**SPORT SHORTS**

Spring is here to stay, we hope! Coach Danielson has called spring football workouts for April 15. This department hopes to see a fired-up bunch of Tigers out to greet Danielson with the same type of firebrand ball that was displayed by a young and inexperienced group last fall.

Coaching football at NDSC does not promise to be a bed of roses. There must be one happy thought comforting our new football mentor, that is, with the exception of last year the situation could not have possibly gotten any worse. Danielson said that he would do all he could to keep the players in school and would encourage them in every way to keep up their studies. He stated that it is easier to coach a player who is doing well in school than one who is failing and has to worry about it.

Danielson went on to say that he believes the state of North Dakota and surrounding areas of Minnesota can supply all the football material we need. He pointed out that there were three outstanding North Dakota football players reporting to the University of Minnesota this spring. Danielson said that it is our job to get boys like that interested in going to school here.

Danielson felt that in going over the squad man by man that there were no great stars. But in past experience the boys at North Dakota State have shown a fierce desire to play the game and that is one of the most important qualifications of a player.

**SEE EUROPE**

Travel plans abroad for next summer are now available to students and teachers of this area. Interested parties contact Clint Sparks, Dial 5-6602.

**GREETING CARDS**

Fresh new line of cards for every occasion. Come in and look over our beautiful cards for Easter.

**Unkenholz Named To Head YMCA For Next Year**

George Schwartz, president of the Intramural Board, has announced that Monday, April 8, is the deadline for nomination of team entries and rosters for the Intramural softball program for this spring quarter. Get hot!

-May You Should See or Call Me Today.

Lyle G. Ziemann, Agent
5-8407 at K 17 Stadium Court
PIONEER MUTUAL LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY
Life and Guaranteed Renewable Accident—Sickness And Hospital Insurance

James Unkenholz has been chosen president for the NDSC YMCA group for the forthcoming year. Jim is a junior in agronomy and comes from Mandan, N. D. Other officials for the “Y” are Wally Moen, vice president; M. Matzek, secretary; and D. Dillavou, treasurer.

Fine Food, Delicious Steaks
Open Till 1:00 P.M. Daily

**THE SKYLINE**

Administration Bldg.
Hector Airport
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USNSA Planning National Meet

Student government leaders from every accredited college in the United States have been invited to attend the seventh annual Student Body Presidents Conference August 17-19 at Ohio State University, with the sponsoring U.S. National Student Association announcing today.

Providing an opportunity for the student leaders to gain knowledge and experience in areas necessary to the improvement of student government is the main force in higher education, the Conference will feature a keynote address on "The Student and Higher Education.”

Coordination of workshops, and special problem solving sessions will supplement further addresses by well known speakers.

At the national level, the Conference will be attended by the leading administrators of the American collegiate Press and a large turnout is announced today.

The initial planned schedule is to be revised because of the anticipated attendance of North Dakota from college league play. The new schedule will be carded in a later edition.

The "Cure Artists" Top Battles, Conklin

The "Cure Artists" finished in first place in the Union Pocket of Students, Allegheny College. What's your opinion? the question Development asked of a representative of students at the University of Denver (Denver, Colo.) puts it: "Rock & Roll is making a bunch of crude hoodlums out of them."

"It's poor music—if you can call it music," is the way a Wake Forest College (Winston-Salem, N. C.) juniors feels, while a junior at the Rochester Institute of Technology (Rochester, N. Y.) believes the "bad effect is only temporary, it won't last." But the pessimistic viewpoint is really portrayed by a freshman coed at Syracuse University who says: "We're all deluded."

A considerable portion of college students think Rock & Roll has no effect at all on their opinions. But the majority of their opinions can be summarized in one statement, such as that given by a junior coed attending the General Student Congress, City College of New York: "It's a passing fad."

And a very typical comment is made by a Student Press Association (Russia) sophomore who states: "Each generation has its own version of "Rock & Roll" and the older people always think the younger generation is getting worse."

A Syraccuse University (Syracuse, N. Y.) sophomore with ACP views the argument with this apt observation: "Just as 'Jazz' hit the world, the 'Roarin' 20's,' Rock & Roll is hitting now; the old generation survived, why shouldn't we?" By far, the majority of students have the dual role of acquiring an education and also preparing themselves for future leadership of their country. "It depends upon the individual," students finding themselves undecided on the subject, either believe the answer depends upon the individual; or that Rock & Roll has both its good and bad points. Here are several typical remarks: "It's bad can be made out of anything if one tries hard enough," is the summation of American opinion. "I don't think 'Rock & Roll' music is having on the youth of our country, and it helps destroy the moral fibre of the youth."

For the Spring Quarter
**Placement Service**

**Monday, April 8, 1957**

Western Electric will interview Electrical Engineers and also non-technical people. Mr. Schierrman will be the representative.

**Monday, April 8, 1957**

American Air Filter Company, Louisville, Kentucky, will be interviewing Engineers. They manufacture air filtration and dust-control equipment, unit heaters, unit ventilators, etc.

**Tuesday, April 9, 1957**

Deere & Company will interview Engineers for work in Moline, Ill. They are also interested in Animal Husbandry students interested in veterinary sales.

**Tuesday, April 9, 1957**

Upjohn Company will be interviewing seniors who have had chemistry and biology or a pre-med background who are interested in pharmaceutical sales. They are also interested in Animal Husbandry students interested in veterinary sales.

**Tuesday Forenoon, April 9, and Thursday Forenoon, April 11, 1957**

United States Department of Agriculture, Farmers Home Administration will interview Agricultural Seniors for the position of farm management supervisors.

**Wednesday, April 10, 1957**

San Francisco Naval Shipyard will be interviewing Engineers for both permanent work and also summer employment.

**Wednesday, April 10, 1957**

Sears Stores will be interviewing Business Administration graduates.

**Wednesday, April 10, 1957**

Worthing Corporation, Harrison, New Jersey, will be interviewing Graduates for work in sales, manufacturing, or design, research or development engineering. Also Applied Arts and Sciences graduates for work in sales, accounting, purchasing, etc.

**Friday, April 12, 1957**

Civil Aeronautics Administration will be interviewing Civil, Mechanical, and Aeronautical Engineers. The work will consist of the establishment and maintenance of the national system of Federal Airways.

---

**What’s it like to be a RESEARCH ENGINEER AT IBM?**

Two years ago, college senior Robert Thorpe asked himself this question as he worked toward his B.E.E. at the University of Toledo. Today, as Associate Engineer in the Applied Logic Group of IBM Research, Bob reviews his experiences and offers some pointers that may be helpful to you in taking the first, most important step in your career.

“I joined IBM for two clear-cut reasons,” recalls Bob. “First, the tremendous company growth obviously offered every chance for advancement. Second, the work area was exactly what I was looking for—transistors and their application to computer systems.”

Bob entered IBM’s voluntary training program in June, 1955, where he studied the entire organization, its divisions and diversified products. He received technical training in computer logic, programming, and components such as transistors, cores and tapes. By September, half his day was being devoted to an actual project; by the following March, he was on this project full time. “Our job was the ‘small-group’ approach in research to transistorize six servo-amplifiers for the MA-2 bomb-navigational system,” he recalls, “and we completed the project in April.”

In IBM Research (as in all IBM) Bob works in a small group. “Our team consists of three E.E.’s and a technician. We start with analysis and synthesis work involving math and systems logic. Then we use the ‘black box’ approach.” His group splits up occasionally to research special phases of a project but reunites in frequent sessions to coordinate activities.

**Promoted to Associate Engineer**

In August, 1956, Bob was made an Associate Engineer. From April of the same year he had been working on a new Government project. This was “to design and develop a transistorized radar data presentation system for the MA-2 system.” Basically, this was a research program in sample data theory and the development of a system containing both analog and digital components. Bob still works on this project—toward a completion date of April, 1957.

Shortly after this program started, Bob joined the Applied Logic Group.

“Here, he was concerned with research in new areas of computer technology—for example, cryogenics and high-speed memories. Bob studies systems which operate on ‘real time,’ and his immediate problem is to analyze and synthesize closed-loop sample data systems for the control of complex data processing.

**What does the future hold?**

At the present time, after two years in IBM Research, Bob is more than enthusiastic about his future. He plans to continue in systems study and to develop “a more sophisticated approach.” Two lines of advancement are open to him: to Project Engineer, the administrative side, or to Staff Engineer, the technical side of Research. “Either way, I’m sure I’ll get ahead,” Bob feels. “Electronics research is really on the move at IBM. We have about 600 people at Poughkeepsie now, as against 56 in 1950. We’ll need some 1,700 before 1960 to help staff a new research laboratory at Yorktown Heights, Westchester County, N. Y.”

What does he like best about IBM? Probably the fact that he’s so much “on his own.” “There’s no ‘over-the-shoulder’ supervision,” he says. “You schedule your own program and create your own ‘pressure.’ And, if you feel the need for more education, IBM provides every facility for continued study. Besides the voluntary training programs, there are excellent, afterhours courses offered by the IBM Department of Education. And you have a chance to work toward advanced degrees—at IBM expense.”

IBM hopes this message will give you some idea of what it’s like to be an E.E. in Research at IBM. There are equal opportunities for E.E.’s, I.E.’s, M.E.’s, physicists, mathematicians, liberal arts majors, and Business Administration graduates in IBM’s many divisions—Product Development, Manufacturing Engineering, Sales and Sales Assistance. Why not drop in and discuss IBM with your Placement Director? He can supply our brochure and tell you when IBM will next interview on your campus. Meanwhile, our Manager of Engineering Recruitment, E. A. Waltho, will be happy to answer your questions. Just write him at IBM Corp., Room 250 Madison Ave., New York 22, N.Y.